
Data Modeling: 101  
(Framework Included) 

… most time spent 
on data mining is 
actually spent on 
data extraction, data 
cleaning and data 
manipulation. 

– Dr. G.K. Guptaf 

We’ve all heard the saying that 
“a building is only as strong as 
its foundation.” Forensically 
speaking, this is a good analogy 
for data modeling:  The validity 
of your analysis is dependent 
upon the quality of your data. 

Modeling is the fourth in a sequence 
of six phases per the CRISP-DM (Cross 
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) 
methodology. Modeling follows the initial 
phases of (1) Business Understanding, 
(2) Data Understanding, and (3) Data 
Preparation, and precedes (5) Evaluation 
and (6) Deployment. In most cases, the 
amount of time spent on the first three 
phases significantly outweighs that 
spent on the last three. Although the 

time required for each phase is heavily 
dependent upon the unique aspects of 
the case, the 80/20 Rule is generally a 
good approximation. This is similar to how 
painters would plan their work effort — 
80% preparation work and 20% painting. 
In the book Introduction to Data Mining 
with Case Studies, data mining expert Dr. 
G.K. Gupta states, “…most time is spent 
on data extraction, data cleansing and 
data manipulation.” He further states, “In 
addition to cleaning [the data]…it needs to 
be…relevant, adequate, and well-defined.”
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Get Smart 
FORENS ICALLY  SPEAK ING  … FOR  THE  L I T IGATOR

FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL DATA THAT IS AT THE CENTER OF NEARLY EVERY INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION AND COMMERCIAL DISPUTE
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To provide a structure for managing 
data-critical projects, we provide a 
three-part framework. 

I – The Data

The cornerstone tenet to the framework 
is “Understand It and Validate It.” The 
steps of reconciling financial and numerical 
data within the different data sources, 
running basic metrics on the various data 
transactions (records), and understanding 
the attributes (fields) that are pertinent 
to the case, are all part of this tenet. All 
should be completed with the purpose 
of validating the integrity and quality 
assurance of the data to form a strong 
foundation. During this first phase, aspects 
of standardization and normalization (aka - 
data cleaning) are being performed as the 

precise meanings 
and definitions 
of the data and 
their nuances 
are being 
clarified. Close 
collaboration 
with data owners 

and the forensic team takes place during 
this time and is a common element and 
best practice seen on successful projects.

II – The Strawman

This brings us to the next tenet of the 
framework “Build It.” From a timing 
perspective, this should be performed in 
parallel with the data tasks described in 
the first phase. Our experience tells us that 
using an interactive design methodology 
along with the concept of rapid prototyping, 
which was popular during the age of the 
CAD (computer aided design) era and 
continued in more recent years with 
Agile-based approaches known as RAAD 
DSDM, Scrum or XP, can all work extremely 
well when applied to forensics case 
management and modeling.

The first critical question posed to the 
builders of the strawman should be “Do we 
have data to analyze that could accurately 
explain the facts of the case, and is there 
enough data to construct a model?” If 
the answer is “no,” then other alternative 
case strategies should be explored before 
investing more resources and time with 
data analysis or modeling efforts. If the 
answer is “yes,” then building a conceptual 
design of the model and prototypes should  
begin immediately.

The next critical question is “Can this 
strawman (model) express the facts of 
our case?” The saying by the philosopher 
Voltaire should be remembered during 
this time: “The perfect is the enemy of the 

good,” meaning 
that a mission for 
the development 
of the perfect 
model at this early 
stage can prove 
costly. Instead, 
the standard of achievement should focus 
on the adequacy and reasonableness of 
what the strawman provides, as well as 
the identification of ideas and the potential 
for the model to be used in the case. If 
the answer is “yes,” then efforts should 
continue, moving to the final phase.

III – The Model

In “Enhance It and Refine It,” the 
forensics team sees value with the 
strawman prototype, and a “go” decision 
is made to move forward in earnest with 
developing the model. It is now time to 
optimize, which means a variety of things. 
In some instances you may already have 
the necessary information to respond to 
the court or a counterparty and can take 
action to potentially dismiss a frivolous 
allegation.  In another instance, the 
strawman presented you with hard facts 
previously unknown, but now substantiated 
with data. This provides you with a vision 
and potential solutions that an enhanced 
or refined model can bring to your case.
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col·lab·o·rate (verb)
- to work jointly on 
an activity, in an 
intellectual endeavor 
to produce or create 
something

straw·man (noun)
- a brainstormed 
simple draft proposal 
intended to generate 
discussion of its 
disadvantages and 
to provoke the 
generation of new and 
better proposals

“Data Files”
- Financial Reports
- Operational Reports
- Subsidiary Ledgers
- Source Transactions

“Data Owners”

- Standardize/Normalize
- Clarify Definitions
- Prototype Design
- Reasonableness Test

- Data Mining
- Comparative Analysis
- Supplemental Data
- Stress Test

- Liability Estimate
- Damages Calulation
- Deposition
- Testimony
- Cross Examination

I - The Data
Understand It
Validate It

II - The Strawman
Build It

III - The Model
Enhance It 
Refine It

Report

Opportunities & Solutions

Ideas & Potential

A Framework for Data Modeling
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One definition 
of optimize, 
when used in 
the context of 
computers and 
information 
technology, is 
“to rearrange 

or rewrite (data or software) to improve 
efficiency, processing, and/or quality.” 
This holds true for model building, as well. 
Often, after an initial version of a model 
is designed, additional data is introduced 
from both internal and external channels to 
help enrich the model. This enhances the 
data and more is learned, which brings on 
further mining and analysis. Each iteration 
of data could result in model changes that 
are further stress tested and, if successful, 
help harden the model and strengthen 
the postulates. Updates to the model 
are inevitable and should be expected. It 
is important to develop a flexible model 
design up front to account for the changing 
needs of your case. Thus, we prescribe 

that an interactive methodology is used 
throughout the life-cycle of the case by 
the forensics team, coupled with close 
collaboration among team members. As 
new data becomes available, it should be 
added to help fine-tune the model. This  
will help you to provide optimal information 
for your expert’s report, deposition, and 
trial testimony.

One of the best ways to dismantle an 
opponent’s case can be to prove their lack 
of attention to the integrity and quality 
of the underlying data. Don’t allow the 
data to become the Trojan horse of your 
model! Obtain constructive critiques from 
independent parties to cross-validate the 
data, as well as the results of the model, 
while striving to maximize simplicity, 
common sense, and transparency. These 
perspectives, along with the three-part 
framework on economic modeling and 
quantitative analysis, can help you Get 
Smart with your next case.
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Example: Personal Lines Insurance Company 

A class-action suit was brought against the personal lines 
division of a large property and casualty insurance company 
(defendant) charged with mishandling claims associated with a 
major catastrophe. The company handled over 50,000 claims 
in connection with this matter, and it was imperative to know 
“How many of these claims had potentially been handled and 
allegedly ill-treated by a group of outsourced contractors?”  
More than 150,000 hard-copy claim checks were an available 
source of relevant data and were collected and scanned, as the 
first key component of the model. 

Specialized scripts were prototyped to search both the text 
and metadata within the company’s customized electronic 
claims notes. Estimates for the number of potentially impacted 
claims were made, and then further refined. Significant data 
cleansing was involved to normalize the names of companies 
and individuals associated with the outsourced contractors in 
question, allowing the insurance company to establish an upper 
boundary on the potential liability claim early on. This was the 
second key component of the model. 

Supplemental data was added in order to optimize the model, 
such as important data attributes captured as part of a  
manual file review that focused on high-impact claims, which 
helped assess and validate the accuracy of categorized  
class participants. 

Overall, the work performed helped the company avert a major 
adverse reputation risk by quantifying and ensuring that only a 
fraction of claims were potentially impacted, and allowing the 
company to proactively develop a more favorable class-action 
settlement negotiation and outcome.   

Example: Federal Agency Investigation 

A claim that included allegations of deceptive marketing 
was launched against a public corporation in the education 
industry (defendant). At the heart of the matter was the topic 
of graduation rates and future success of students, and the 
substantiation of certain marketing assertions. The defendant’s 
objective was to “create a model [and provide the underlying 
data] to test and validate these assertions.” Data readily 
available was captured, and a strawman was developed to 
confirm that assertions by the company were true.  

The initial model was created using readily available data from 
the most recent 10-year time frame, and told a great deal of 
the story. However, as the time span of the various assertions 
covered 15+ years, the data was insufficient. The Defendant’s 
objective was to hunt down and include the remaining 5+ years 
of data. 

During this extended time the business had changed, the 
policies of the corporation had changed, and the data formats 
and the corresponding systems and applications had changed 
several times. Archived data from repositories and hard-
copy reports were identified, validated, and transformed 
to supplement and enhance the model and to provide the 
necessary information requested by the federal agency 
investigating the case.   

Of significant value to the investigation was the forensics team’s 
ability to clarify, standardize, and articulate the definitions of 
data usage throughout the course of the relevant time period. 
This was made possible only due to the close collaboration and 
teamwork of all parties involved in the project. 

op·ti·mize (verb)
- make the best or 
most effective use of 
(a situation, oppor-
tunity, or resource) 
- rearrange or rewrite 
(data or software) to 
improve efficiency, 
processing and/ 
or quality


